Secure SAP on Azure
Assessment
ABOUT SNOK and Security:
As cybersecurity, cloud and SAP-dedicated systems are our passion, we constantly develop our
knowledge – we participate in conferences and industry meetings to regularly absorb new approaches
and high-end solutions. We define success as a satisfied, fully protected against cyber threats customer.
Improving the level of security among small and medium enterprises is our daily bread.

WHAT WE OFFER
We offer a comprehensive solution that will identify gaps and
weaknesses of your SAP on Azure systems. We start with getting
to know your safety policies, then we go deeper and verify how
these policies are handled and how configuration and changes
are controlled. If needed, we analyze more technical aspects like
susceptibilities.
As a result, you receive a detailed report describing the current
state of your application security system.
You should choose Secure SAP on Azure Assessment at SNOK
because:
•

You will find out whether your SAP system is safe. You will
receive a report that will include all gaps we have patched in
numerous areas (safety policy, assets, configuration etc.).

•

You will find out how vulnerable SAP is.

•

You will receive an overview of the web security of SAP
applications.

•

You will be provided with trusted advisory with expert
guidelines and best practices that will increase the level of
your security system.

See what customers are saying:
“We did not realize how many cybersecurity
solutions Azure offers. After cooperating with
SNOK, we know that our SAP is properly secured”

- Telco Customer

Gaps and weaknesses in SAP on Azure? It’s not your problem
anymore! Reach out to us and say goodbye to cyberattacks once
and for all!

Why Microsoft Azure?
Be future-ready
Continuous innovation from Microsoft supports your development today, and your product visions for tomorrow. With 1,000+ new
capabilities in the past year, you can build on the latest advancements in AI, blockchain, Kubernetes, containers, and databases to keep you
ahead of the curve.
Our enterprise grade analytics solution outperforms the competition, costs less, and is fully compatible with your existing development, BI,
and data-science tools.

Operate hybrid seamlessly
On-premises, in the cloud, and at the edge—we’ll meet you where you are. Integrate and manage your environments with tools and services
designed for hybrid cloud.
Enhance security, simplify access, and set smart policies across your different environments with a single-identity platform trusted by 90% of
enterprises globally.

Build on your terms
You have choices. With a commitment to open source and support for all languages and frameworks, build and deploy how you want to.
Take advantage of the full-featured, integrated development environments with built-in support Visual Studio and Visual Studio Code, the
most popular IDEs trusted by 15M+ developers.
We embrace open source, drive innovation through collaboration, and contribute back to the community.

Trust your cloud
Get security from the ground up, backed by a team of experts, and proactive compliance trusted by enterprises, governments, and startups.
With a $1B+ investment in security R&D and 3,500 cybersecurity experts, security is foundational for Azure.

Microsoft Azure is an ever-expanding set of cloud computing services to help your organization meet its business challenges. With Azure, your
business or organization has the freedom to build, manage, and deploy applications on a massive, global network using your preferred tools and
frameworks.
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